Learning Collaborative Meeting – May 1, 2008

Present: Candido, Daniels, Lennertz Jetton, Parker-Gibson

Lennertz Jetton announced that the library administration determined that start up monies given to library faculty were not going to be used at this time to subsidize the purchase of clickers. Bailey indicated that she would like the group to continue to seriously review clicker systems.

As there was not yet a quorum for the first portion of the meeting, general discussion regarding the previous day’s demo of the H-ITT system occurred.

We continued looking at the Author video and recommended the following additional changes:

1) Edit the slide text regarding “Tyson Firm” to reflect the see reference which indicates that Tyson Foods is really Tyson Firm.
2) Add a call out regarding the meaning of non-circ if there are no changes to the status code
3) Change final slide to reflect new standard

The group began a review of the call number presentation and agreed on the following:

1) While comments from student workers regarding the need for discussion of volume enumeration and location codes are valid, the addition in this video was outside of scope. It was suggested that we consider an additional video with that topic.
2) The error in the slide at 1:25 was confirmed and will be changed.
3) We considered the suggestions regarding call number guides. Further discussion of adding the call number guide to the video was tabled until the next meeting.